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City of Olmsted Falls 
Minutes of a Council Work Session 

Tuesday, June 1, 2021 

Virtual Meeting – 7:30 p.m. 
 

Council President Stibich called the meeting to order at 7:30 p.m.  Roll call was conducted.  

Councilmen Lori Jones (arrived at 7:58 p.m.), Jennifer Jansen, Jay McFadden, Cornel Munteanu, 

Yvonne Buchholz, and Brian Chitester were present.   Also in attendance: Cory Swaisgood, Finance 

Director.  

 

Tax Budget 
Mr. Swaisgood stated that he did forward what is called the Alternate to Municipal Tax Budget to 

Council on Friday and hopes that everyone did review.   

 

He stated that the city’s tax budget process is an annual statutory requirement under Ohio Revised 

Code 5705, and must be submitted, reviewed, and approved by City Council and submitted to the 

County Budget Commission by July 20th.  It is primarily used as a confirmation to the County that 

current levied property taxes are necessary for the city to balance the following year’s budget.  It was 

initially established as a tool mainly for taxing authorities to use to assess the financial condition of 

the jurisdiction and time to place tax levies on the ballot, if necessary.  He stated that currently cities 

now know in advance if they will be placing anything new on the ballot, so this document is mainly 

used to let the county know what the city’s tax levies are and that we would need the money for the 

next year.  He would like to note that in Schedule 1 the fire levy will expire at the end of this year and 

that levy collects approximately $375,000 per year and supports the personnel expenses of the fire 

department.  This would be something that will need to go on the ballot as a renewal for this year’s 

election.   Mr. Stibich indicated that Council will need to authorize the levy to be placed on the ballot 

and there is a deadline, which he does not know.  He stated that if needed Council can meet during 

summer recess to make sure the deadline is met.  The Clerk indicated that the first piece of legislation 

needed would be the necessity resolution which has to be submitted to the county in order to obtain 

the certificate of estimated property tax revenue, then the second legislation places the levy on the 

ballot.  She indicated that she will have the Resolution of Necessity on Council’s agenda for the 

meeting on June 8th.   

 

Mr. Swaisgood stated that the dollar amounts requested from the budget commission are approximate 

amounts and mainly the maximum amount that the city can collect on the millage rate.  It is not a 

guaranteed number obviously depending on what comes into the county.  He stated that the maximum 

amount should always be requested because that is the reason the levies were put on the ballot.  He 

stated that the reason why the $600,000 is requested for the General Fund is listed as $700,000 on 

Schedule II is due to the local government fund which is received from the county every year is 

approximately $100,000 per year.   

 

He stated that the amounts listed on the tax budget are all estimates and will change when the city 

begins its budget process this fall.  The estimated expenditures will change in the tax budget, they are 

very conservative estimates since we only have four months of actuals to use and another month 

before we see the final amounts of 2020’s income tax revenue.  Also, with the police department’s 
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conciliation still scheduled there is no guarantee what our budget will look like in 2022 based on the 

conciliator’s final decision so that also plays a factor into estimated expenditures for next year.   He 

stated that Schedule II is necessary for the city to receive our initial Certificate of Estimated 

Resources for 2022 and is mainly used during the year by the county and the auditors to verify that 

the city did not budget to spend more than expecting to collect in revenue during the year. Looking at 

the ending estimated and encumbered balances on Schedule II there should be no negatives; that is an 

automatic red flag to the auditors that we are spending more than the resources we have available.  

 

Mr. Swaisgood stated that the encumbered balance is based on the 2021 approved budget.  He does 

not foresee any major changes to the budget as far as the ending balance, if we do receive more 

revenue than what was budgeted then we may spend more with of that revenue but feels that at the 

end of the year, if everything goes well, our unencumbered balance should remain at the levels 

discussed at the 2021 budget a few months ago.  The only thing that could get added to the Certificate 

is the creation of a new fund for the ARP money which has not been included but will be once it is 

received.  He stated that he added a modest increase of 1% to 2% to specific revenue sources like 

income tax and state taxes revenues such as fees, licenses. Contractual agreements were not increased 

since they are pre-negotiated such as the cable franchise fee and the unlikelihood of being able to 

even predict the financial health of the local economy nine to 20 months out. That is something that is 

hard to predict because as we know with one virus things can go a rye really fast. The total estimated 

expenditures were mostly completed by using the 2021 budget and making conservative increases in 

personnel costs of 3% to 5% mainly because we do not know how the police department will be 

resolved and increasing general operating expenses by 1% to 2%.   

 

He stated that knowing this has been a topic discussed over the last six months he wants to mention 

that there are those dormant funds that we have discussed in the past. He did put zeros in them which 

includes the sewer funds and debt service funds for the water and sewer projects.  These are at zero’s 

even though currently there are fund balances. The goal throughout this year is to get those cleaned 

up and have zero balances going forward; so eventually these will not be on this tax budget and 

wiped out.   

 

He stated that Schedule III includes the current outstanding debt that are expected to be paid through 

general property tax or income tax, mostly the service garage building improvements from 2016 

which will always remain on here. He wants to point out that the various purpose bond notes, the 

ones issued this year, will drop off next year because they will not be based on property tax 

collections tax that are levied, they will be based on assessments which will be approximately $6.5 

million. He stated that there seems to be a lot of debt listed to be backed by property taxes but next 

year approximately $6.5 or whatever amount is needed to be issued for the sewer project will be off 

of this list.   

 

He stated that after this is submitted to the County Auditor they will submit the certified amounts 

back to the city, which will hopefully match the amount requested on Schedule I, then Council must 

approve those certified amounts and the local government fund amount by October 1st and submit it 

back to the county.  That is the annual process and the basis for putting this tax budget together.  

 

Ordinance 31-2021 – Budget Stabilization Fund  
Mr. Swaisgood stated that this ordinance will create a sub-fund to the General Fund and called the 

Budget Stabilization Fund or as everyone knows it better as a “Rainy Day” Fund.  The ORC has 
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stipulations how this fund should be used and recorded, most importantly it does provide another 

level of prudent fiscal policy within municipal government.  The City can begin reserving funds 

mainly for economic downturns or budgetary shortfalls.  The ORC only allows for annual transfers 

into this fund in an amount not to exceed 5% of total General Fund revenue from the proceeding 

fiscal year.  This is something to keep in mind every year with this fund, the amount would be 

approximately $250,000 on a $5 million dollar budget.  Obviously, he nor the mayor would request 

that much to be deposited into this fund in 2021 or even 2022.  We did discuss starting with a 

$25,000 transfer in 2021 or 2022 just to get the fund going.  He stated that this ordinance only creates 

the fund, in order to begin using this fund Council has to approve a transfer into the fund.  Once the 

funds are in the stabilization fund, they can only be used for authorized purposes as established in the 

ORC and the City’s policy.  He did include a draft of a policy with the ordinance.  The ORC is very 

specific regarding the oversight, segregation of duties on being able to put money into this fund and 

take money out of this fund.   

 

Mr. Swaisgood stated that he believes it is necessary to discuss not only the stabilization fund and the 

reserve balance that will be established with this fund, but also it is a government finance officers 

association and state recommendation to not only have a Rainy Day Fund but also what is called a 

General Fund unrestricted reserve and that is just to the General Fund as a whole which also includes 

the stabilization fund.  Again, this is under strong recommendation by GFOA and Auditor of the 

State.  This will allow the city to maintain adequate reserves in the General Fund and mitigate current 

and future risks and ensure stable tax rates.  This will show more fiscal responsibility if the city 

receives a bond rating from a credit agency, and he knows that has not been done in the past here, but 

if it ever would be done or needed to be done this would be the very first thing that a credit agency, 

like Moody’s, would ask for.  The draft of the policy does establish a fund balance baseline, which is 

highlighted, and is currently at 16% and that is based off of General Fund expenses.  This is also 

based on GFOA best practices to maintain two months of reserve in the General Fund.  This will be 

analyzed every year during the budget process and if the fund balance drops below this threshold the 

policy outlines steps to be taken with Council in developing a plan to get back to normal levels.  He 

stated that an easy way to think about this is, the City at the end of 2020 had approximately $1.3 

million dollars in unencumbered or unrestricted General Fund balance.  He stated that $1.3 million is 

approximately 26% of General Fund expenses so therefore the City’s General Fund reserve is greater 

than the policy of 16% so the city would be well above that threshold.  If the city decided to transfer 

$100,000 to the stabilization fund at the end of the year, the reserve of 26% would not change; you 

would need to add the General Fund restricted balance and the stabilization fund balance to make up 

the total reserve to do the calculation.  This policy is not only for the stabilization fund but also 

whatever reserve balance is leftover in the General Fund unrestricted balance as well.   

 

He stated that with this policy there are two areas he highlighted because he would like to have 

Council’s input.  The first one is the one he just reviewed the minimum General Fund balance.  The 

current draft policy recommends 16% based on GFOA’s recommendation.  He stated that over time 

he does believe this percentage should be increased, with revenue increases, because honestly holding 

two months in reserves to keep the city operation is not comforting for anyone if we are faced with a 

scenario where we would need to keep afloat, you would hope to have more than two months of 

reserves mainly for necessary safety services.  He stated that GFOA does want to increase this 

baseline as well.  He believes the 16% is a good baseline to start at given the current balance of the 

General Fund.  
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Mr. Stibich stated that he is wondering from a practical point of view how this works because the 

legislation just creates the fund.  Mr. Swaisgood replied yes.  The legislation just creates the fund but 

he wanted to introduce this draft policy.  The legislation does not approve the draft policy but he 

wanted Council to review for discussion; this could be reviewed later during the budget process and 

approved later. He felt that because the fund was going to be created this was a good time to 

introduce a draft of the policy.  Mr. Stibich stated that at a date in the future Council will be asked to 

adopt the policy.  He stated that determining a specific amount to go into the fund each year kind of 

hamstrings the city.  Mr. Swaisgood stated that the 16% is not just for the stabilization fund, it is for 

both the General Fund and stabilization fund, so you would add the two together to get to the 16%.  

For example, if you have zero dollars in the stabilization fund for the next 10 years, if this policy is 

adopted the 16% would go strictly towards the General Fund unrestricted reserve.  This enables 

Council and the administration the ability to keep an eye on the unrestricted reserve at the end of the 

year to determine a plan.  If not saying that we have to get above the 16% but what would be the plan, 

even if it takes five years to get above that. He understands that it is a little confusing; the 16% isn’t 

strictly just for the reserve balance it’s for both adding them together.  Mr. Munteanu asked if this 

was an interest-bearing fund.  Mr. Swaisgood replied no, but our banking services are interest 

bearing. We can create a separate bank account for it and knows that Solon and Westlake do but that 

is mainly because they have 50% to 60% of their expenditures in their fund anyways. He feels like 

that would be something down the road but at least now we have interest bearing accounts.   

 

Ms. Jones stated that all this Coronavirus money and stimulus money that we are getting will that be 

kept separate because that’s not really unreserved available money because it has to be spent in three 

years.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that it would be kept separate.  He stated that while discussing the tax 

budget earlier he mentioned that there would be a new fund brought forward to Council to be created 

just for the ARP funds we will see.  Mr. Stibich replied that those are two different things.  Mr. 

Swaisgood replied yes.  

 

Mr. Stibich stated that since we are not voting on the policy with this piece of legislation, there are 

some restrictions in the legislation; for example, Section 4.2 states the amount of money to be 

reserved in such account shall not exceed 5% of the revenue credited in a proceeding year to the fund 

in which the account was established.  So, its really saying that we cannot put more than 5% of the 

General Fund revenues for the proceeding year.  Mr. Swaisgood replied yes.  Mr. Stibich replied for 

example, if we set up this fund now, we could in theory put 5% of our 2020 revenues.  Mr. 

Swaisgood replied yes.  Mr. Stibich stated that sometime in 2022 we could do it again based on the 

2021 revenue.  Mr. Swaisgood replied yes.  

 

Ms. Jansen stated that in regard to how soon after this fund is created should we adopt the policy it 

seems to her that they should go hand in hand.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that would be up to Council.  

He brought this to Council because he thought this was a good time to bring this forward.  If there are 

a lot of questions, then we could do it during the budget process when he could show how the 

calculation would work, what the review would look like, and the process and maybe that would be a 

better time. He wanted to bring it up now mainly to see if anyone had any questions.  It does not 

necessarily have to be passed at the same time but it would be his recommendation. He understands 

this is something new and he wants to make sure that everyone understands it before we start using it.  

Mr. Stibich stated that we don’t have to have a policy there is a limit as to the maximum that we can 

put into the fund each year and if Council thinks that a policy is warranted for ourselves and future 

council’s that would have to be done before we fund it.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that maybe at the time 

when we fund it, we should take this policy into consideration. Ms. Jansen replied that she likes the 
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idea of a policy that way the purpose of it remains the same throughout future Councils and anyone 

that comes after us.  Mr. Stibich stated that the legislation does address some policies.  Ms. Jones 

stated that she agrees in theory the policy and the fund should go hand in hand. She does not think we 

have any money to put into it because if it weren’t for the Coronavirus money last year that we used 

to fill the gap with the police and fire salaries we really don’t have much of anything to put away. It 

should be done because look what happened with Cleveland and the State of Ohio with their Rainy 

Day funds, it got them through it without having to worry where we were biting our nails.  Mr. 

Stibich stated that he looks at it as a warning flag. It is part of the General Fund so you can use it for 

the General Fund if you run short; but if you have a certain amount of money set aside in the General 

Fund and not in the stabilization fund and that starts getting low that’s the warning flag.  Ms. Jones 

replied that she agrees and we have warning flags and if it weren’t for Coronavirus monies we 

wouldn’t even be able to think about a fund.  Mr. Stibich replied that he is saying that it is still 

General Fund money and can be used for the General Fund.  For example, if we have a million 

dollars in the General Fund and we wanted to put half a million of that into the stabilization fund we 

could.  Ms. Jones replied that she thinks that would be more than 5%.  Mr. Stibich replied, yes he 

knows it is an example, if we decided to put half a million in the stabilization fund now we only have 

half a million in the General Fund and if you only have 200 or 100 thousand dollars left in your 

General Fund and we have been in that situation.  Ms. Jones stated that then then you really don’t 

have a stabilization fund.  Mr. Stibich continued if you have half a million in your stabilization fund 

but the general fund starts getting around that $200,000 or $100,000 red flags should be going off.  

That is the way he looks at the purpose of the arrangement so we have this cushion if needed it but 

you better do something with day to day operations either get more money or cut your expenditures to 

make the budget work.  

 

Mr. Stibich stated that Section 5 it talks about what it can be used for which is to prevent a reduction 

to fully and partially support General Fund deficit to prevent a reduction in the level of public 

services; to prevent a reduction in the level of public services for current fiscal year; when preparing 

for the next fiscal year and in case there is a natural disaster. It seems to him that it is all operating 

expenses if we have to purchase a new fire engine or major capital expenditure this money cannot be 

used for it.  Mr. Swaisgood replied correct.  Mr. Stibich stated that there are some restrictions in this 

legislation its not just anything you do with the General Fund you can do with the stabilization fund, 

the stabilization can only go back into the General Fund for operations. Mr. Swaisgood replied 

correct and those come straight from ORC Section 5705.  Mr. Stibich stated that if you had a bond 

principal payment that was due you could not take money out of the stabilization fund but he does not 

know if that is general fund operating.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that it could be if it was to support a 

General Fund deficit. So, if you used general fund money to pay down that debt and it was a budgeted 

item but would be at a deficit then yes, as long as you can show that proof and the support there is a 

possibility.   

 

Mr. Munteanu stated that he is in favor of a policy as long as it does not handcuff the city.  Mr. 

Stibich replied that you do not necessarily have to have a policy as legislation it could be an unwritten 

policy, but those have a tendency of being forgotten.  If you make a formal policy either in the form 

of a resolution or some type of legislation, then future Councils are bound by it.  Mr. Munteanu stated 

that he likes how the policy was drafted.  Ms. Jones stated that Mr. Swaisgood is not asking us to do 

anything that every other city does not do, we just have not done it yet.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that 

the highlighted portions of the policy are what he feels that Council should discuss and decide.  The 

minimum balance and the General Fund unrestricted reserve balance uses, this is where you can get 

into more transferring of other funds or using for other purposes. The budget stabilization fund can 
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only be used for operating budget shortfalls, any type of natural or emergency disaster.  The 

highlighted area on page three is where the uses of that restricted reserve balance are up for 

discussion. He stated to Mr. Munteanu’s point of not handcuffing the city, this would be the time to 

put anything in the policy that would be future councils would be bound by.   

 

Ms. Jansen stated that Section G has a policy review which states that every year Council can do an 

annual review of the policy so we could change it if needed each year.  Mr. Swaisgood replied 

correct.  Mr. Stibich stated that if it is Council approved legislation that creates the policy it can 

certainly be changed by Council; but it would be good to review it every year or every Council term 

so that Council is aware of it.  Ms. Jansen stated that she also likes that a super majority is required 

for this.  Mr. Stibich stated that Council could ask the clerk to put legislation on the agenda for the 

policy if we like this draft.  The highlighted areas are up for discussion if Council would like to make 

changes.  If legislation is put on the agenda for next week there are only two meetings in June before 

we recess so we could let this go three readings which would give Council the summer to review and 

determine if any changes need to be made and then adopt in September.  Ms. Jansen asked Mr. 

Swaisgood if he was good with the draft or if he thought more changes were needed.  Mr. Swaisgood 

replied he submitted the draft and he is good with the way it is written. He only highlighted the areas 

that he felt were up to Council.  He wrote this draft in the hopes that it would be approved at some 

point by Council.   

 

Ordinance 32-2021 – Amend Section 248.02 
Mr. Stibich indicated that this is a piece of legislation that he proposed because over his years on 

Council this question has come up several times.  Is the $2,500 limit that we currently have to low; 

are we making the administration request approvals for requisitions for things that are not necessary 

to be approved.  He asked the Clerk to check with surrounding cities and everyone of them is more 

than $2,500.  He stated that she contacted Valley View and their limit was $2,000 but he does not 

know how big Valley View is.  He stated that his purpose of bringing up this legislation was to ask 

Council the question is it time to increase it or leave it as it is.  From a practical point of view Council 

has one or two requisitions almost every meeting, sometimes more, it is not an undue burden to 

approve those requisitions. If Council is happy with the way things are he can withdrawal the 

legislation. He stated that from time to time some of the department heads have asked why they have 

to come to Council to get approval on a requisition that is $3,000 and it’s a normal operating expense 

in their department.  He stated that Council sees every check issued in the check report that we get 

when we approve the pay ordinance each meeting; you can always review that to see what we are 

spending money on.  He just wanted to determine if it was time to change the policy and increase it; 

he put in $5,000, which is still below the other cities, most other cities the limit is $25,000.  Ms. Jones 

replied that we are small.  She stated that a couple of years ago she indicated that she wanted to 

increase it to $5,000 but Mr. Stibich was the one that said no and was adamant against it. She asked 

why and at that time Mr. Stibich stated that the $5,000’s adds up and he convinced her that it wasn’t a 

good idea.  So, let’s say that Council tells parks for the summer concerts they can spend $10,000 for 

concerts and as long as they spend within that $10,000 they don’t have to come back to Council for 

each concert or First Friday’s what’s the anticipated budget and if we approve the budget as long as 

they stay within that parameter then they don’t have to come back.  Mr. Stibich replied that is not 

how it works; we don’t approve a budget that says they are going to spend this for First Friday’s or 

this much for concerts in the park, we give them a budget for payroll and other and the administration 

spends as they see fit.  Ms. Jones stated that Ms. Duncan would bring the requests in for the concerts 

and give a total so what she is saying is if we can approve something like. But, if you say $5,000 is 
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routine then the question is what is routine.  Mr. Stibich replied that is an opinion and is subjective to 

each of us. Council can determine that $2,500 is fine and they want to see everything over $2,500, it 

is not an undue burden, or if Council feels that it is time to raise it to $5,000 and they don’t want to be 

bothered with the little ones.  Ms. Jones stated that she thinks if we are going to hire another police 

officer and it’s in the budget then if you are going to buy him a uniform and everything else she 

would just assume those costs is one thing because its part of salaries and benefits.  Mr. Stibich 

replied that is not how it works but that was the specific incident that brought this issue up.  Ms. 

Jones replied that something like that makes sense. She knows that we do not want someone to do 

$5,000 here and $5,000 there because the next thing you know they spent $5,000 ten times in a 

similar area.  She stated that she does not understand what the $5,000 to $15,000 thing is, she knows 

our ordinance says greater than $2,500 and we have bids and we have been using RFP’s. Mr. 

Swaisgood stated that as he was reviewing this over the weekend he ended up with a lot of questions. 

He thinks what happened back in 1997 when this was passed is if you look at Section 248.11 there is 

a table that lists out who are department supervisors, who are directors, and who is a committee of 

council, so when you read 248.03 it specifically says that anything under $500 can be approved by a 

supervisor, which is in that table, he also thinks the table is very outdated, and anything between $500 

and $2,500 can be approved by the department director; then anything over $2,500 to $15,000 must 

go to that committee of Council. This is what a lot of cities and mostly counties do, they have a board 

of control that meets every Monday and they review everything within that threshold. He thinks that 

is why that was established. He stated that how they set this up was anything over $15,000 had to go 

in front of Council and if it was over $2,500 but under $15,000 it had to go to this committee of 

Council which included safety, community development, community planning and also finance 

committee so he thinks there is a level of approval in there from the ordinance that passed in 1997.  

Mr. Stibich stated that Council has never followed that policy and rather than going to the committee, 

because the committees don’t meet that often, especially during COVID, there was nothing going on 

so what we have always done since he has been on Council is that the requisition is presented to 

Council at a regular Council meeting and Council either approves it or denies it rather than the 

committee. He stated that the $2,500 is really for a committee of Council to review and approve and 

we have never done that we have just had all of Council approve it.  

 

Ms. Jansen stated that she is curious how this changes the bidding process or requirements.  Mr. 

Swaisgood stated that the bidding requirements Mr. Bemer brought up at the last meeting which is in 

Section 248.02 and that says that purchases up to $2,500 require three verbal quotes and over $2,500 

to the state maximum, which is currently $50,000, you need three quotes and two are written. His 

recommendation, if this was to move forward, would be to also include 248.02 and raise those 

thresholds along with 248.03 so it would change to a purchase up to $5,000 would require three 

verbal quotes and then purchases over $5,000 would require three quotes with two written.  Ms. Jones 

replied that she could live with that.  Mr. Stibich indicated that more legislation would be required.  

Ms. Jones stated that then department heads could go to $5,000 with verbal rather than getting written 

over $2,500 so they could still spend $5,000 but then anything over $5,000 we would have two in 

writing.  What happens from Washington DC down to Olmsted Falls is a lot of this stuff is to spend 

the city’s money as wisely as possible and get the best quality for our buck. It also prevents steering 

things to donor’s, relatives, or friends none of this quid pro quo stuff so a lot of this monitoring is for 

the finances of the city and to make sure we are operating efficiently and not steering anything.  

 

Mr. Stibich asked if Council would like to leave this on the agenda or withdrawal.  Ms. Jones asked if 

it could be amended.  Mr. Stibich indicated that additional legislation can be added if you want to 

look at the whole picture.  If we are going to consider this piece of legislation, we have to also look at 
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the bidding process.  He wouldn’t suggest changing the $15,000 limit as it seems to be in the ballpark 

with the other cities in Cuyahoga County.  Ms. Jones replied that Mr. Swaisgood said that anything 

over $5,000 would have to have three quotes with two of them in writing.  Mr. Stibich stated that 

according to the legislation it would need the approval of a committee.  For instance, with the $2,500 

limit Chief Rogers requisition for $3,000 for uniforms could have been approved by the safety 

committee and it would never have come to Council.  Ms. Jones replied that was an easy one because 

when you get a policeman you have to buy a uniform so its other areas that it gets muddy.  Mr. 

Stibich stated that the same would go for parks and recreation.  Ms. Buchholz indicated that they are 

not spending $10,000 on concerts.  Ms. Jones replied that they did every year because there was five 

concerts at $2,000.  Ms. Buchholz replied that we have three concerts.  Mr. Stibich indicated that he 

does not believe that is a good example because the bands are usually small amounts.  Ms. Buchholz 

indicated that the board does not spend a lot of money because their budget does not allow for big 

expenditures. Ms. Jones indicated that Council sets their budget so if they wanted more.  Ms. 

Buchholz replied that the board is frugal.  Ms. Jones asked what the plan was for First Friday’s.  Ms. 

Buchholz indicated that was under economic development.  Mr. Stibich stated that there was an 

instance on Council where for some reason Council decided that the senior program was a little to 

extravagant and they cut the budget for the senior program, he believes the budget was $20,000 and 

they cut the budget in half. The intent was to continue the program for the entire year at a reduced 

rate and the administration kept the same rate but only for six months and after six months they shut 

the senior program down; Council then approved a budget to have the senior program for the full 

year. We give the administration a budget for payroll and expenses and if the administration decides 

that it wants to spend the money a certain way that is the administrations prerogative. Ms. Jones 

stated that they have to present it to us in a budget because not only do we approve the budget we are 

supposed to monitor their spending we are supposed to be the check and balance not the rubber 

stamp.  Mr. Stibich stated that if you give the mayor a budget with $1,000 for expenses for parks and 

rec he can spend that on one concert or three concerts that is his prerogative Council cannot tell him 

that he can only have one concert. Ms. Jones replied no, that’s park and rec not his.  Mr. Stibich 

replied that it is the administration, and the mayor controls the administration; he supervises the 

service director, fire chief, police chief, that’s how it works.  Ms. Jones replied no, if you read the 

Charter, it says parks shall come up with a budget and recommendations and present it to Council and 

then Council approves it. She stated that maybe parks is a bad example.  Mr. Stibich stated that when 

Ms. Jones talks about certain things, she has to realize that it is not completely under Council’s 

control as to how the administration spends the money. Ms. Jones replied that Council should be 

aware of it.  The thing that concerns her is in the last audit most of the write ups were that the 

administration did not get the approval of council as required and there were numerous ones.  Mr. 

Stibich asked if that was the 2020 audit.  Ms. Jones replied yes.  Mr. Swaisgood stated that he 

believes Ms. Jones is referring to the transfers and advances but also the expenditures exceeding 

estimated resources or expenditures exceeding operations. Ms. Jones replied yes, you need 

permission before you exceed, its not backwards, it’s not at the same time, you have to get it in 

advance and there were several examples. She is sure Mr. Swaisgood is going to be good, but in 

general if we get write ups like that it concerns her to give them too much latitude.  Mr. Swaisgood 

indicated that he is not trying to defend anyone, but he does know with the city’s current outdated 

system it is very difficult for the finance department to monitor but we are trying our best this year. A 

lot comes down to approval from Council and actual expenditures in the system and being able to 

match them up is difficult with the current system in place especially with the number of transactions 

that the city has compared to when this system was implemented 20 years ago. That is one of the 

reasons, but we are trying our best to make sure that does not happen this year.   
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Mr. Stibich that Council is getting off track.  He asked if council was interested in pursuing the 

legislation, we can also produce legislation to adjust the bidding section and even update the list of 

who supervisor’s and directors are.  Ms. Jansen asked Mr. Swaisgood when he stated issues with the 

system does he mean the software system or the policies or both.  Mr. Swaisgood replied the actual 

software system but that is a discussion for another day.   

 

Mr. Stibich asked Council if they would like to see the rest of the changes included with new 

legislation.  Ms. Jones replied that she agrees with Mr. Swaisgood and anything over $5,000 we still 

get three bids, two in writing, and less than $5,000 they can get verbal bids, make a decision and then 

present it to Council and if Council determines that they are getting too much latitude we can undo it 

later.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that the amounts would be $5,000 to $50,000 which is the state 

maximum and that would require three bids, two of them written.  Ms. Jones stated that they could 

not spend it without Council’s approval correct.  Mr. Swaisgood replied correct.  Ms. Jansen stated 

that since the other sections encompass each other, the outdated table in 248.11 and the bidding 

requirements in 248.02, should we fix it all at once. Mr. Stibich stated that he believes three pieces of 

legislation is the best way to go.  Ms. Jones stated that our Charter says bidding and we don’t actually 

get bids sometimes we just get request for proposals even though the policy says bidding is that what 

we are talking about.  Mr. Stibich stated that he thinks it is a request for proposal and Mr. Bemer 

clarified the difference between bidding and proposals at the last meeting. Ms. Jones stated that our 

ordinances say bidding at $5,000; so are we going to say requests for proposals from $5,000 to 

$15,000 or from $5,000 to $50,000.  Mr. Swaisgood replied that he did not see anything that says 

request for proposals over a certain dollar amount.  Ms. Jones replied no it says bids.  Mr. Swaisgood 

stated that it states three verbal quotes up to $2,500, which would be changed to $5,000, if approved.  

Mr. Stibich stated that the question is what is a quote?  Ms. Buchholz replied it would be a piece of 

paper.  Ms. Jones replied that she would check the charter because sometimes they are inconsistent 

and cross over.  Mr. Stibich stated that Mr. Bemer pointed out the bidding process which is quite 

detailed and we really don’t want to do that for these small amounts.  Ms. Jones stated that to her a 

quote sounds like it could be verbal, but a request for proposal requests things in writing.  She would 

suggest RFP for $5,000 to $50,000.  Mr. Stibich stated that Council can request that the Clerk put 

together legislation for what has been suggested and Council can determine when to adopt and have 

further discussions is needed.   

 

Adjournment 

Ms. Buchholz moved to adjourn; Mr. Chitester seconded.  Voice Vote: 7 ayes; 0 nays. Motion 

carried.  

 

The meeting adjourned at 8:46 p.m. 

 

 

              ____________________________ 

Paul Stibich, Council President  Angela Mancini, Clerk of Council 


